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• People around the world want 
guaranteed access to a healthy 
food supply.

• Apples and pears are seen as 
an excellent source of nutrition 
within a balanced diet.

• The production of apples and 
pears in Australia is essential 
for the well being of the nation. 

Food production is an essential service
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With Covid 19 and great uncertainty around 
potential labour supply, growing Apples and Pears 
in Australia is continuing to be more difficult.

Growing continues to become evermore challenging
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1. Growers need to identify and understand the risks to 
success, make plans and collect data to maximise their 
opportunities.

2. Define seasonal endpoint goals within each block, 
create and focus on short term objectives that allows 
targets to be met.

3. Focus on areas you can influence, concentrate on the 
issues that can be changed with good orchard 
management.

You can’t manage what you don’t measure

This presentation is to help participants understand what can be done to give the best results possible between now 
and the next presentation in November.
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Setting your Crop – How to get the harvest you want?

1. Set you objective orchard block plans.
• What are you trying to achieve?

• What do you know now?

• What are your management options / plans?

• How are you going to measure success or failure?

2. You cannot manage what you do not measure.
• What historical / current data do I need to help build my plans?

• What are the Key performance indicators going forward?

3. What options / solutions are going to achieve your objectives. - Examples
• Case study examples with potential options.
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• To optimise block performance for maximised orchard 
business results.

• Consider the risks, opportunities and outcomes in the 
short term, medium term and long term

• Identify the potential limiting factors to success and 
look for the best path forward to achieve your key 
goals

• Remember that being excellent is hard work, 
but being excellent in business is much more 
sustainable long term. 

Setting your goals and objectives
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Planning

Manage 

MeasureOutcomes
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What data do I need to know now? – the measurements 

Block profitability

Historical Performance (biennial swings, 
pest and disease, fruit quality outcomes 
e.g. Pit and Blotch, russet)

Chemical thinning 
historical performance

Climate data (Winter chill units and 
spring GGD’s)

Winter bud numbers (floral % and bud 
health)

Canopy development / vigour requirements 
(TCA in young trees)

Dam irrigation water availability

Medium – long term weather predictions

Labour requirements (thinning / harvest) and 
supply expectations

Orchard block production and fruit size 
targets locked and loaded
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1. Key dates, Budburst and flowering
2. Flower load, floral health, length of flowering , cross 

pollination, bee activity
3. Weather over flowering (GDD’s)
4. Flower cluster counts, fruitlet load through chemical 

thinning – Regular walks
5. Water (Soil moisture content / ML per ha available over 

time)
6. Canopy development progression / annual shoot growth
7. Labour supply potential (weekly updates)

What are the Key Performance Indicators going forward?
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Case studies
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I have been counting and checking the winter buds after pruning and i’m sitting at 4 buds 
per target fruit and for this variety, I should be at 2.5. The structural work is good but the 
bud numbers are well above the target and testing shows the buds are floral

Case Study Examples – Including management solutions (for now).

Management Decisions / Options
• Identify the block priority status

• Re-prune to reduce fruit clusters

• Aggressive chemical thinning

• Hand thin hard and early

• Identify and manage risks - Biennial 
bearing / fruit size
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Management Decisions / Options
• Rank the priority status of each individual block

• Spread the work load

• Flower thinning

• Chemical thinning

• Late thinning – Keep going right up to harvest

• Identify and manage risks - Biennial bearing / 
fruit size

Case Study Examples – Including management solutions (for now).

I have checked the labour availability predictions, I am not confident I have enough thinning 
staff.
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I have a block where excessive vigour is causing issues –
the top is 1m, middle 50cm. We are aiming for 30-40cm 
extension growth. 

Case Study Examples – Including management solutions (for now).

Management Decisions / Options
• Maximise fruit set potential

• Use vigour reduction tools
• Chemical

• Physical

• Set a heavy crop load

• Hand thin late

• Limit water and nutrition
• Measure / monitor to fine tune

• Within season pruning to reduce leaf 

• Biennial bearing management
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I have a big labour hump at Royal Gala harvest

Case Study Examples – Including management solutions (for now).

Management decisions / options
• Use crop estimate to quantify the problem

• Spread the peaks where possible – Crop load / 
thinning timing.

• Spend where you get the best returns - Target 
profitable blocks first, potential to cut free non 
profitable blocks (early)

• Target leaving / creating only quality fruit on trees

• Focus current management towards making the 
picking as effective and efficient as possible  
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It is looking like I might only be able to recruit 70% of my harvest labour 
requirements

Case Study Examples – Including management solutions (for now).

Management Decisions / options
• Quantify the problem

• Rank the priority (profitability) status of each individual 
block

• Focus current management towards making the picking as 
effective and efficient as possible  

• Target only quality fruit on trees

• Smooth out harvest labour humps as much as possible

• Spend money where you get the best returns - Target 
profitable blocks first, potential to cut free non profitable 
blocks (early)

• Identify new technology that will reduce your labour 
demand (platform, leafblower, trimmer). 
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I only have 2ML per ha available in storage now

Case Study Examples – Including management solutions (for now).

Management Decisions / options
• Understand future climate predictions

• Priorities the best use of the available water

• Young trees, high value varieties, rations 
across all blocks??

• Reduce block crop loads down to reduce 
plant stress.

• Identify where you can get the best effect out 
reducing crop load.

• Young trees, low value varieties, rations 
across all blocks??
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I have a 6th leaf low vigour block with a variety and plant spacing that is likely to have long term 
success that still needs to fill canopy volume. 

Case Study Examples – Including management solutions (for now).

Management Decisions / options. 
• Prioritise this block for getting the labour / 

resources it requires.

• Ensure crop target is not over optimistic.

• Focus on getting crop load down hard and early

• Targeted use of water, nutrition and growth 
regulators where appropriate.

• Measure new season growth rate

• Expect crop quality to be good and early for 
harvest planning
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I have a block that struggles to get good colour at harvest with historic 
packouts at 60-70%. 

Case Study Examples – Including management solutions (for now).

Management decisions / options
• Rank the priority (profitability) status of the 

individual block

• Identify the key issues – Genetics, climate, 
crop load, light penetration, nutrition, vigour

• Build a management plan based around key 
issues

• Assess the proportion of light hitting all parts 
of the canopy. 

• Good light distribution is essential in colouring 
fruit in the lower parts of the canopy. 



Thank you

Support 
for growth

To grow apples and pears successfully, 
plan well, use timely / quality data for 
optimum management decisions.


